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All papers which I list below are available at the URL http://www.cs.uiowa.edu/~rus under the item Recent publication.

1. Domain-Oriented Component-Based Automatic Program Generation;

2. A Process Based Application Development System;

3. Integrating Computer Education with Ontology Engineering;

4. An Application Driven Problem Solving Methodology;

5. Application Driven Software Development (by T. Rus and D. Curtis);

6. Towards an Application Driven Software Technology (by T. Rus and D. Curtis);

7. Integrating Research and Teaching through Cyberinfrastructure;

8. Application Driven Software for Chemistry (by D. Curtis and T. Rus);

9. Natural Language of Application Domains versus Domain Specific Languages (by C. Bui, D. Curtis, and T. Rus);

10. Liberate Computer User from Programming (Talk given to Applied Math. students).